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About This Game

“The Agency” is an episodic mystery kinetic novel. In a fictional dystopic sci-fi steampunk world still recovering from the
destruction of a recent global war; a young man travels to the Imperial capital city to seek better fortunes for himself. Upon his

arrival he is recruited in a private investigators agency and is soon embroiled in a case that will change his life forever!

The game features:

A thrilling mystery storyline

High quality anime art

Brilliant steampunk inspired music

An addictive puzzle mini game
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Fantastic steampunk style and theme
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Title: The Agency: Chapter 1
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Sapphire Dragon Productions
Publisher:
Sapphire Dragon Productions
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista / 7 / 8/ 8.1/ 10

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics Chip

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Very fun game. A great first bit to what will hopefully be a fun adventure. The storyline really got me interested and I am eager
to see more. Very entertaining!. So what we have is a fantasy, 'steam-punkish', spy story set in a 1940's after war, empire. It's
ok, but does take a while to get into even though the story is so short, very little action, little character growth....little bland at
some points to be very honest. Some slider puzzles acting as 'clues' and mini games to keep you busy during narative. I liked the
narated parts, music is nice, font and game mechanics works well. Character art could be more diverse. So yes, maybe...when on
sale. 6.5/10. This game did not capture me at all. The dialogue got a bit too drawn out at times and I didn't realize when I bought
the game that it would only be the scrambled picture puzzles. I will not be buying future chapters of this series.. I enjoyed this,
once I got my head around what it is.
It seems to be more of a visual novel with a (so far very relaxing) little puzzle game, but the world building is very interesting,
and the characters are very likable, especially the protagonist.
Atmosphere is a combination of steampunk, end of WWI, and private investigating.

It's not exactly what I expected - I thought there'd be more puzzles, and a bit more player-interaction. That said, the art, story,
and atmosphere are worth it for the price as long as it's at least sort of what you're looking for.

TL;DR It's short, but interesting and well-conceived. Buy it if you don't mind VNs with fairly low player involvement.. Easy
100% / 30min + 1h for trading cards.
Just start, make some puzzles and finish the game.
Choices doesn't really matter.
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